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China YouTV’s CnBoo Web Site Ranks No.1 on Google.com!

BEIJING, CHINA, Aug 17, 2007 (MARKET WIRE via COMTEX) -- China YouTV Corp. 
(OTCBB: CYTV), a publicly traded company that provides online video sharing 
services through its CnBoo web site in China, reported that CnBoo.com 
is currently ranked No.1 among all online video companies in China based 
on the world wide leading Internet search engine Google.com.

Google is a top web searching engine in all major global markets, offering 
targeted search results from more than 8 billion web pages. 
Today, Google.com has become the World’s top one searching engine which 
offers search results in more than 35 languages and attracts an audience 
of more than 380 million people worldwide.

Coming on the heels of ranking No.1 on Microsoft Live Search Engine and No.7 
on BaiDu (China’s largest search engine), CnBoo is very proud to see 
its website now placing top position on all major searching engine websites 
in China.

According to the recent survey from IResearch, the audiences of online video 
website reach 86.72 million and account for 85.7% of total netizens 
in China by June 2007. Meanwhile, approximately 300 online video companies 
are sharing US$80 million market nowadays. Moreover, it predicts that 
the users of online sharing service will be 180 million with the market size 
of US$485 million by 2010 in China.

"All the revealed data made the ranking meaningful," said Mr. James Wei, 
the President of the Company. "Video sharing has a huge market in China. 
By the ranking, we are very pleased to see ’CnBoo’ becomes comparatively 
popular website among the other companies in the same field. 
We believe we have the ideal formula to further our ambitions of becoming 
a leading online video sharing website in the industry."

About China YouTV Corporation:

The Company signed a Definitive Agreement with HuaJu to set up a Joint Venture 
in China on March 16, 2007. According to the Agreement, the China YouTV Corp. 
owns 51% of the joint venture company and will provide the required 
working capital for the Joint Venture. HuaJu will be in charge 
of the daily operation of the Joint Venture. HuaJu has agreed to conduct 
its video sharing business only through the Joint Venture, and has agreed 
to contribute its web site, www.CnBoo.com and customer contracts 
to the Joint Venture www.CnBoo.com ("CnBoo") is the online video site 
belonging to the Joint Venture established by China YouTV Corp. and HuaJu. 
It is a video viewing site and social networking site that allows users 
to create their own profiles, post videos, and comment on each other’s posts. 
The CnBoo web site is similar to YouTube (www.YouTube.com), the No. 1 online 
video site in operation Within less than 2 years, CnBoo already has over 
1.2 million members and over 2 million pieces of original digital video 
(DV) shorts.

To increase membership and CnBoo’s brand name awareness, HuaJu has worked both 
on-line and off-line:



On-line: HuaJu has signed several agreements to enhance its on-line contents, 
such as an agreement for CCTV’s TV program "Exploring High and Low", 
an agreement with ManGoCity, a travel company, an agreement with Megadia 
to host Humor channel on CnBoo web site, and the recently signed agreement 
with Music Nation and VVSky to add more music on its web site.

Off-line: HuaJu has signed several agreements to promote its 3G space cards, 
such as the agreement with Gome Electrical Appliances Holding Ltd., 
the largest chain store operator of electrical appliances in China 
to distribute its 3G digital space cards to Gome customers; an agreement 
with HURRAY, a NASDAQ listed company, for the launch of 3G experience 
terminals in Gome’s stores; an agreement with ManGoCity, and a promotion 
agreement with Z-Card. HuaJu also got exclusive right from AIDS 
Prevention Education Project for Chinese Youth to negotiate with investors 
to install LED displays in the colleges and universities across China. 
All LEDs will have HuaJu and CnBoo’s logo on it.

The Company has shown increasing popularity as its CnBoo web sites had been 
ranked No.1 on Microsoft Live, No.7 on BaiDu, No.11 on Yahoo China and No.12 
on Google China when searching for keywords: on-line video and on-line video 
sharing web sites.

The Company has changed its name to China YouTV this year to reflect 
its new business operations: the fast growing video sharing web site market 
in China.

YouTube.com opened in November of 2006, it is one of the most viewed websites 
in the world. Its market influence has partnered it with the world’s largest 
media corporations. Google purchased it for over $1.6 Billion. Chboo.com is 
well on the way down the same road. This is a chance to get ahead, 
with a proven method of success.

Read the news, move fast on CYTV First thing Monday, August 20, 2007!



Set the User Name and  Password to nbuser.



Of course, you might also want to open or save the file using one of the reader 
or writer classes provided by the Java platform.
Take this online quiz to test what you know about layouts.
Save the file to a database.
A Future returns  the results of a function, allows determination of whether exe
cution  has completed, and provides a means to cancel execution.
If you annotate your JavaBean-style getter and setter methods, the persistence p
rovider will use those accessors for loading and storing persistent state.
Class File primarily  names files, queries file attributes, and manipulates dire
ctories or  temporary files, all in a system-independent way.
Entity classes become tables in a relational database.
Download Java SE Platform Bookmark the Specifications New to Java Center Rate an
d Review Tell us what you think of the content of this page.
Either way, you are providing the full name  of a file you wish to access.
com Sun Microsystems, Inc.
You get to decide whether the Java Persistence API uses your variable fields or 
your property getters and setters when retrieving and saving entities.
Tasks may execute sequentially or concurrently.
The  ScheduledExecutorService subinterface adds support for delayed and  periodi
c task execution.
For example, you  might put a common element such as a graphic or a Search field
 in a  page fragment and then include that fragment as a header in all  pages in
 the application.
Learn about the latest releases, tools, and resources for developers working on 
wireless and Java Card technologies and applications.
Sun’s Java Technology CD-ROM Courses ?
Click Create New Page Fragment.
Fields marked with the transient Java language keyword will not be serialized or
 persisted.
Properties and fields marked with the Transient annotation will not be permanent
ly stored in your database.
The file is specified as a command-line  parameter: import java.
Primary keys can be auto-generated values.
From the Layout section of the Components Palette, drag a Page  Fragment Box com
ponent onto the upper left corner of the page.
You can also call other methods such as delete and rename to change the file in 
some way.
Either way, you are providing the full name  of a file you wish to access.
Sun’s Java Technology Courses ?
There is nothing stopping you from adding the constraints with the component, bu
t SpringLayout.
This  package includes a few small standardized extensible frameworks, as  well 
as some classes that provide useful functionality and are  otherwise tedious or 
difficult to implement.
The batting average and the player have a one to one relationship.
This course also provides an alternative method of preparing for the Sun Certifi
ed Web Component Developer certification examination.
The owning side determines how and when updates affect the relationship.
Either way, you are providing the full name  of a file you wish to access.
For More Information   How to Use Color Choosers File Upload Component Propertie
s Window Sun Java Studio Creator NetBeans.
For relational database purposes, the team to game relationship is many to many.

The Team class is immediately below.
From that, you can add in the necessary padding and attach it to the edge of the
 other component, as shown here.
The Java Persistence API facilitates your use of POJOs as entity beans and signi
ficantly reduces the need for complicated deployment descriptors and extra helpe
r beans.
When you use a Spring, you need to add each Spring constraint separately to Spri



ngLayout.
Note:  If you intend to distribute your program as an unsigned Java Web Start ap
plication, then instead of using the JFileChooser API you should use the file se
rvices provided by the JNLP API.
We’ll discuss that later.
As they did with the  Java platform’s AWT classes, the designers of these classe
s have  taken the least common denominator of all filing systems for their  mode
l.
The directory listing is sorted with the help of the Arrays class.
To ensure an applet is interactive when it is loaded, use one of the following t
echniques.
The following is a  description of what you can do with files without opening th
em.
If you annotate the instance variables themselves, the persistence provider will
 directly access the instance variables.
BoxLayout either stacks its components on top of each other or places them in a 
row, depending on what you choose.
com Sun Microsystems, Inc.
You have to customize only one file chooser, and the customizations apply to bot
h the open and save versions of it.
Feedback options are listed in the footer for both content and delivery issues.
If you annotate the instance variables themselves, the persistence provider will
 directly access the instance variables.
Of course, you might also want to open or save the file using one of the reader 
or writer classes provided by the Java platform.
While the challenge asks you to create your own preview panel, if you don’t want
 one shown, you must use a component with no size, like an empty container, as s
hown here.
You can change this threshold by modifying the sizeThreshold parameter for the U
ploadFilter filter entry in the web application’s web.
To highlight the  current directory level, the contents of a directory are inden
ted  according to its nesting level in the filing hierarchy.
This  package includes a few small standardized extensible frameworks, as  well 
as some classes that provide useful functionality and are  otherwise tedious or 
difficult to implement.
By default, the File Upload component can handle files up to one megabyte in siz
e.
In the previous Player code sample, notice that the lastSpokenWords property use
s the Transient annotation.
One of its primary goals is to simplify the creation, management, and storage of
 entity beans.
You "add" constraints to the SpringLayout.
All entities must have a primary key.
For More Information Java Programming Language Basics   Working With the File Cl
ass The filing system is one of the most basic services that an  operating syste
m provides to applications.
The API uses the term entity to define classes that it will map to a relational 
database.
Excellent   Good   Fair   Poor    Comments: If you would like a reply to your co
mment, please submit your email address: Note: We may not respond to all submitt
ed comments.
Sun, IBM, other companies, and individuals have been actively involved in develo
pment of the relational database as part of the Apache Derby community.
You can also use the language keyword transient for fields.
You identify persistable entities and define their relationships using annotatio
ns.
While the challenge asks you to create your own preview panel, if you don’t want
 one shown, you must use a component with no size, like an empty container, as s
hown here.
Take this online quiz to test what you know about layouts.



Use the attribute mappedBy with the OneToMany annotation so that the persistence
 engine knows how to match players and teams.
Impact on Applets Interactive applets loaded directly from the web page in Inter
net Explorer are affected.
Java Studio Creator makes visual web application and portlet development easy.
You can change the maximum file size by modifying the maxSize parameter for the 
UploadFilter filter entry in the application’s web.
Also, discover the lastest in tutorials for various development tools.
For example, when users open a web page which contains an applet, the applet loa
ds and runs as usual.
Take this online quiz to test what you know about layouts.
In the bottom part of the GUI, a left-to-right box layout places two buttons nex
t to each other.
Identify single field keys with the Id annotation.
The restrictions on entities are few but important.
Identify single field keys with the Id annotation.
That one instance of the average belongs to just one player.
By default, the entity name is the entity’s unqualified class name.
What this means is that the core of the IDE, which is what the NetBeans Platform
 is, will be the base of your application.
Many players associate with a single team.
Also, discover what’s new in tools and Sun courses.
The LVC is a dynamic and fully interactive online learning  environment that fea
tures live teaching collaboration and  instructor-assisted activities.
For instance, with SpringLayout, you can say that a button appears attached to t
he right border, no matter what size a user makes the screen.
concurrent package, and learn how the lifecycle of an object works.
By default, the entity name is the entity’s unqualified class name.
t just say add the component n pixels over.
Although individual players belong to only one team, a team consists of multiple
 players.
Click Close to close the Select Page Fragment dialog box.
Bidirectional relationships have both an owning and an "inverse" side.
The following code sample begins the definition of a baseball Player class.
However, if the applets are loaded from external script files, they can respond 
to user interaction immediately and are not affected by this change.
The HTML editor that you create is a rich-client application built "on top of th
e NetBeans Platform".
Set the Database Name to Sample.
From the Layout section of the Components Palette, drag a Page  Fragment Box com
ponent onto the upper left corner of the page.
Save the file to a database.
Constraints, where the String is one of the constants.
Create a new web application project and call it  FragmentExample.
You could, for example, just as easily say that Player and Team classes have a m
any to one relationship if you consider the relationship from a player’s perspec
tive.
The bold lines of code set up the box layouts and add components to them.
Be sure to drop the component on  the page and not on the page fragment.
You must actually add the padding to the edge of the earlier component.
xml file, as described in the last section in this tutorial, Doing More: Modifyi
ng the Maximum File Upload Size.
The Java compiler recognizes and uses annotations to save you work.
If you would prefer not to receive  this information, please follow the steps at
 the bottom of this  message to unsubscribe.
For example, entities can be abstract or concrete classes.
In the previous Player code sample, notice that the lastSpokenWords property use
s the Transient annotation.
The SpringLayout manager relies on a SpringLayout.
We’ll discuss that later.



One player has one average.
The color selected within the chooser becomes the background color of the button
 after the OK button is selected.
However, if the applets are loaded from external script files, they can respond 
to user interaction immediately and are not affected by this change.
Read the rest of the tutorial.
Have the first word be "One" with bold text.
The depth of  the recursion level, tracked in the class variable indentLevel,  d
etermines this nesting level.
The LVC is a dynamic and fully interactive online learning  environment that fea
tures live teaching collaboration and  instructor-assisted activities.
It just accesses and manipulates the directory information.
It is a collection of Spring objects, each being a different constraint on the c
omponent.
These services, FileOpenService and FileSaveService, not only provide support fo
r choosing files in a restricted environment, but also take care of actually ope
ning and saving them.
Send your feedback on the Java Technology Fundamentals  Newsletter to dana.
One team has many players.
In the bottom part of the GUI, a left-to-right box layout places two buttons nex
t to each other.
You can avoid SQL in preference to a query language that uses your class names a
nd properties.
Entity classes typically interact with other classes, either using or providing 
services.
You might think of it as a full-featured version of FlowLayout.
Feedback options are listed in the footer for both content and delivery issues.
This allows you to attach "springs" to components so that they are laid out rela
tive to other components.
Click Create New Page Fragment.
Instead, if you need a URL, first get the URI, then convert the URI  to a URL, a
s in fileVariable.
The page fragment appears on the page.
This allows you to attach "springs" to components so that they are laid out rela
tive to other components.
Many players associate with a single team.
The JFileChooser API makes it easy to bring up open and save dialogs.
The Executors class provides factory methods for the most common  kinds and conf
igurations of Executors, as well as a few utility  methods for using them.
Constraints, where the String is one of the constants.
As with JOptionPane, the null parent-component argument causes the popup window 
to be centered on the screen instead of over any particular component.
You can avoid SQL in preference to a query language that uses your class names a
nd properties.
Subscribe to the RSS feed  today.
To shield applications from this incompatibility obstacle, the File  class defin
es platform-independent methods for manipulating a file  maintained by a native 
filing system.
This course also provides an alternative method of preparing for the Sun Certifi
ed Web Component Developer certification examination.
BoxLayout is also useful in some situations where you might consider using GridL
ayout or BorderLayout.
Java Programming Language Basics: Working With the File Class ?
Class File primarily  names files, queries file attributes, and manipulates dire
ctories or  temporary files, all in a system-independent way.
The example program uses the same instance of JFileChooser to display a standard
 save dialog.
This component is useful for collecting text files, image files, and other data.

This annotation identifies persistable classes and is required for all class def



initions that you intend to use with the persistence API.
However, abstract entities must also be subclassed by another entity class for d
atabase storage.
Entity Relationships Like real world entities, your persistent objects won’t usu
ally work alone.
Entity classes become tables in a relational database.
Bidirectional relationships have both an owning and an "inverse" side.
This code is in the constructor for the dialog, which is implemented as a JDialo
gsubclass.
The parent component affects the position of the dialog and the frame that the d
ialog depends on.
Name this page  fragment Navigation.
The JFileChooser API makes it easy to bring up open and save dialogs.
You can also use the language keyword transient for fields.
Learn about the latest  in enterprise Java technology: releases, products, tools
, resources,  events, news, and views.
You can call other methods on the File object, such as getPath, isDirectory, or 
exists to get information about the file.
The following program shows how to use a File instance to query a  file’s attrib
utes.
The API helps you manage transactions.
From them, you will learn  how to write code that creates and uses objects in yo
ur own  programs.
If you would prefer not to receive  this information, please follow the steps at
 the bottom of this  message to unsubscribe.
Identify single field keys with the Id annotation.
t look too difficult, but it gets more difficult when you need to add the next c
omponent, either to the right of the first or below it.
As with JOptionPane, the null parent-component argument causes the popup window 
to be centered on the screen instead of over any particular component.
A Future returns  the results of a function, allows determination of whether exe
cution  has completed, and provides a means to cancel execution.
You may want to read the specification for the details, but several examples are
 provided here.
Constraints by setting specific constraints on an edge of the component.
You can model these entity relationships within the persistence API.
Primary keys can be auto-generated values.
You must actually add the padding to the edge of the earlier component.
The parent component affects the position of the dialog and the frame that the d
ialog depends on.
The dotted line in the Visual Designer shows the size of the  page fragment.
It is a collection of Spring objects, each being a different constraint on the c
omponent.
Users are first required to manually activate the applet’s user interface, befor
e interacting with the applets.
For More Information Java Programming Language Basics   Working With the File Cl
ass The filing system is one of the most basic services that an  operating syste
m provides to applications.
Entity instances map into rows in one or more tables.
The API uses the term entity to define classes that it will map to a relational 
database.
The directory listing is sorted with the help of the Arrays class.
In the previous Player code sample, notice that the lastSpokenWords property use
s the Transient annotation.
t look too difficult, but it gets more difficult when you need to add the next c
omponent, either to the right of the first or below it.
The rest of this section discusses how to use the JFileChooser API.
Each line does succeed in creating a File object.
One of its primary goals is to simplify the creation, management, and storage of
 entity beans.



ExecutorService provides a more complete asynchronous task-execution  framework.

What this means is that the core of the IDE, which is what the NetBeans Platform
 is, will be the base of your application.
It is a collection of Spring objects, each being a different constraint on the c
omponent.
The JFileChooser API makes it easy to bring up open and save dialogs.
This works similar to the GridBagConstraints class that complements the GridBagL
ayout manager: each component added to the container can have an attached Spring
Layout.
By default, a file chooser that hasn’t been shown before displays all files in t
he user’s home directory.
For More Information Java Programming Language Basics   Working With the File Cl
ass The filing system is one of the most basic services that an  operating syste
m provides to applications.
By default, the File Upload component can handle files up to one megabyte in siz
e.
Many players associate with a single team.
The following code sample begins the definition of a baseball Player class.
You can avoid SQL in preference to a query language that uses your class names a
nd properties.
Returning to the baseball example, Player objects have a ManyToOne relationship 
with a Team object.
The Java compiler recognizes and uses annotations to save you work.
When you use a Spring, you need to add each Spring constraint separately to Spri
ngLayout.
The page fragment appears on the page.
The benefit of providing a directory  and file name separately is that you don’t
 have to worry about how  to combine the two.
It just accesses and manipulates the directory information.
The JFileChooser API makes it easy to bring up open and save dialogs.
Have three words in the text pane, each with their own attributes.
As with JOptionPane, the null parent-component argument causes the popup window 
to be centered on the screen instead of over any particular component.
Change the text of this component to Welcome to Sky Company.
Derby was previously available under its earlier name, Cloudscape, from its form
er owners: Cloudscape, Informix, and IBM.
Identify single field keys with the Id annotation.
From the Team class perspective, the relationship is OneToMany.
This method returns an instance of File.
Additionally, you can even use the API in desktop applications.
The restrictions on entities are few but important.
Sun’s Java Technology CD-ROM Courses ?
The  ScheduledExecutorService subinterface adds support for delayed and  periodi
c task execution.
You can call other methods on the File object, such as getPath, isDirectory, or 
exists to get information about the file.
By default, a file chooser that hasn’t been shown before displays all files in t
he user’s home directory.
You have received this  based on your email preferences.
This works similar to the GridBagConstraints class that complements the GridBagL
ayout manager: each component added to the container can have an attached Spring
Layout.
org: Derby Tutorial ?
The example gets the name of the file and uses it in the log message.
Sun’s Java Technology Courses ?
The depth of  the recursion level, tracked in the class variable indentLevel,  d
etermines this nesting level.
You can specify the file chooser’s initial directory using one of JFileChooser’s
 other constructors, or you can set the directory with the setCurrentDirectory m



ethod.
The mappedBy attribute exists in the inverse side of the bidirectional relations
hip, which is the Team.
Change the text of this component to Welcome to Sky Company.
t have to add the component with the constraints.
The benefit of providing a directory  and file name separately is that you don’t
 have to worry about how  to combine the two.
The Java compiler recognizes and uses annotations to save you work.


